An experiment to study excitations of higher order modes in a coaxial coupled structure and an onaxis coupled structure is in progress. The tuning and assembly of these structures is cotiplete. Calculations have shown that a coaxial coupled structure is 5% less sensitive to beam excitation of its axially synmmetric modes than an on-axis coupled structure. Low power tests have identified mode frequencies above the accelerating mode passband showing that higher order modes propagate in an on-axis coupled structure and not in a coaxial coupled structure. High power beam tests are scheduled for later this year.
Introduction
Excitations of higher order modes in accelerating structures are important in considering beam loading, beain energy loss and beam breakup1,2.
These excitations are being studied in ani on-axis coupled structure and a coaxial coupled structujre in order to obtain information on efficiency and beam stability, information that could lead to a preferred biperiodic structure for appl ications in storage rings and microtrons. The on-axis coupled structure was chosen because i t has been used in the University of Mai nz microtron2 and the Electron Test Accelerator (ETA)3 at the Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories (CRNL). The coaxial coupled structure was chosen because recently reported work showed proinising results in reducing beam breakup effects4.
The fundamental modes of these structures are the 7r/2 nodes of the Tt1010 passbands.
In the proposed beam tests, the structures will1 be initially studied with a low duty cycle pulsed beam (4 The cw synchronous field will be IFI times that of the single bunch value in magnitude and at a phase lag ¢ referring to the phase of the beam bunch.
Experimental Setup
A schematic of the experimental arrangement for testing beam excitations in rf structures is shown in Fig. 1 . ETA will deliver electrons in cw or pulsed mode at energies between 1.5 MeV to 4 MeV. The beam will traverse the two structures at displacements from the structure axis controlled by steering magnets and measured by beam position monitors. Cavity excitation from this gun operating at low duty cycle (5 kHz) can be considered as that from a single bunch, and the energy loss parameters can be extracted without considering cw enhancement.
The ETA cw electron gun can provide accelerated currents up to 20 mA. With the energy loss parameters obtained from the pulsed beam and the measured excitations with the cw beam, the enhancement factors in cw operation can be determined. 
Accelerating Structures and Low Power Testing
The structures have been tuned and assembled (Fig. 2) . Dimensions for the unit cells are shOwn in Fig. 3 . Table 1 lists the rf parameters for the copper structures made up of 3 accelerating cells and 2 coupling cells. Low power testing of the structures is underway. Table 2 lists the mode frequencies in the coaxial and on-axis coupled structures measured to the TM110 passband.
The assignments of structure and cavity modes are tentative. Cavity mode is assigned if the mode is excited in one cavity and the excitation is not detected by probe insertion in other cavities. Data show that the higher order modes in the coaxial coupled structure, unlike those in the on-axis coupled structure, do not propagate because the coaxial couplers and the accelerating cavities have relatively different frequency spectra.
Results of Calculations
Beam bunches were assumed to be Gaussian with 2.4% The resonanlce function calculated for the cw bean was 1500 by using a Q value of 14200 and resonant excitatioon at the third harmonic of the bean frequency. Energy louss parameters for 0 and nT modes were only 3.91 x 10-3 and 1.11 x 10-3 V_pC41 for the entire structure.
They are small compared to that of the 7/2 mode because of the effects of transit tine factors and field level differences in various cells in the structure. These results are applicable to both the coaxial and on-axis coupled structures because the differences calculated with SIJPERFISH10 are approximately 5 '/, which is comparable to the error of the bead pull data used.
The total energy loss parameter of all axially symmetric modes for the on-axis coupled structure was calculated to be 2.04 'V.pC -1 over the entire structure with the computer code BCI. The paraineter calculated for the coaxial coupled structure was 5% lower. Since the energy loss parameter for the T/2 mode is 1.73 V.pC-1, it accounts for more than 80% of the beam bunch excitations of the axially symlmetric modes.
